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Author’s response to reviews:

1. We note that table <X> contains potentially identifiable information. It is BioMed Central policy to not publish more than 2 indirect identifiers without explicit consent for publication from the participants, as per this paper (https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Ftrialsjournal.biomedcentral.com%2FArticles%2F10.1186%2F1745-6215-11-9&amp;data=01%7C01%7Cjulie.b.williams%40kcl.ac.uk%7Cc37f5e77bf6a41913b6508d730561210%7C8370cf1416f34e16b83c724071654356%7C0&amp;sdata=Io7sdNLspQ9etBJnpwvGiwBGb0jRwXn9vZJ5%2Bb0kZ83OYD6RJ1%3D&amp;reserved=0).

Currently, the age and gender information in conjunction with other details, may compromise patient anonymity.
Please amend table <X> to address this issue, by providing ages as age-ranges, or removing the age (or sex) information.

I have amended this table by deleting the age information.

2. We note that part of your manuscript has been previously presented as an abstract here:

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fjournals.humankinetics.com%2Fview%2Fjournals%2Fjpah%2F15%2Fs1%2Farticle-pS1.xml&amp;data=01%7C01%7Cjulie.b.williams%40kcl.ac.uk%7Cc37f5e77bf6a41913b6508d730561210%7C8370cf1416f34c16b83c724071654356%7C0&amp;sddata=EzWRiUe1PJhY4QiFH3vi1Itqf%2BFQmStBRojT2uMBs%2BAw%3D&amp;reserved=0

While we are happy for manuscripts to have been partly presented as conference abstracts or posters, we do require this to be cited and acknowledged in the manuscript.

Please therefore mention this previous publication in the 'Acknowledgements' section.

This now added to the acknowledgments

3. Please provide figure titles/legends under a separate heading of 'Figure Legends' after the References. If Figure titles/legends are within the main text of the manuscript, please move them.

I have moved the Figure legend to after the references